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Avoiding upcoming Tornadoes so frequently seen on TV judging by the past years seems
to be getting more intense. Not only scientists notice a global warming phenomena
accelerated worldwide but seen on TV to witness in America a destructive weather
pattern wiping out totally a number of towns and communities. It was reported with
hundreds of deaths untold sufferings of damage and business in the billions of dollars.
However in this website a Jonah-II collected unusual science prophesied in the Bible
which gave me direction where to look. Most earth weather pattern is now manmade
controlled by NYC Illuminati bankers paying foremost American secret military cartels
producing floating islands of high-tech microwave installations that can change the jet
stream circling around our globe. When altered will have horrible floods washing out
the infrastructure of a country, other areas will experience unusual draught like
California and some States in Africa, worldwide nobody is exempt. The United Nation is
a useful tool for the NYC banker in their global chess game to destroy all LIFE on earth to
spread lies from well-paid bureaucrats.
To keep the world population confused and ignorant of so much death and destruction
anyone in power is directed to cover-up truth thus obey a number of psychopath NYC
bankers printing money to rule the whole earth with absolute power. Recently watched
a YouTube from North Korea, I think it was Pyongyang which has more skyscrapers than
San Francisco. Where did the money come from, who financed the nuclear program and
the long-range missiles they export? Once more seeing a million soldiers goose-stepping
across the parade center like Hitler and Stalin repeated again financed with the same
NYC bankers still around printing money. Like the saying, “if it walks like a duck, squawks
like a duck, must be a duck.” Now many videos abound on the free Web to reveal what
is suppressed by global governments, but do not believe that any country targeted
experiencing disasters of a disturbed weather pattern is an isolated case.
US Navy Deploying HAARP Tesla Weapon Platform SBX-1
to Hit North Korea with Earthquakes (HD)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqhME0dD5Ds
I keep thinking as a scientist to make my mark in history for the benefit of mankind.
How we can influence and neutralize a powerful vortex gaining speed. If we could snuff
it out in the bud before it starts, we could save lives that could be possible with high
technology. We can now buy cheaply satellite positioners to locate a spot within inches.
We need two positioners aiming at the starting storm center and could triangular
calculate the exact center of the vortex with computers. At the right timing could shoot
a handheld missile with an embedded air-pressure charge exploding similar to
submarine bomb aiming right in the vortex center ignited with an on board
programmed positioners which creates a diversion pressure blowing up the whirlpool
apart. It is worth a try pass it along. More is explained in Babushka Egg Concept Book #9
written 8 years ago if you want to understand science from a metaphysic perspective to
widen a knowledge horizon; or keep watching YouTube videos soon will be over in God’s
Wrath to save mankind once more to prevent self-destruction on the biggest scale.
A new civilization will start over without evil managed by a King of kings Yeshua-Jesus
returning after: 1 Tishri 5777 (Sept. 2016)

www.apocalypse2008-2015.com
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